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Abstract—In this study we propose the correntropy function
as a discriminative measure for detecting nonlinearities in the
respiratory pattern of chronic heart failure (CHF) patients with
periodic or nonperiodic breathing pattern (PB or nPB, respec-
tively). The complexity seems to be reduced in CHF patients
with higher risk level. Correntropy reflects information on both,
statistical distribution and temporal structure of the underlying
dataset. It is a suitable measure due to its capability to preserve
nonlinear information. The null hypothesis considered is that
the analyzed data is generated by a Gaussian linear stochastic
process. Correntropy is used in a statistical test to reject
the null hypothesis through surrogate data methods. Various
parameters, derived from the correntropy and correntropy
spectral density (CSD) to characterize the respiratory pat-
tern, presented no significant differences when extracted from
the iteratively refined amplitude adjusted Fourier transform
(IAAFT) surrogate data. The ratio between the powers in the
modulation and respiratory frequency bands R was significantly
different in nPB patients, but not in PB patients, which reflects
a higher presence of nonlinearities in nPB patients than in PB
patients.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chronic heart failure (CHF) is often related to breathing
abnormalities that, according to several studies, may reflect
the condition of the patients with CHF [1]. The respiratory
patterns developed by CHF patients include various forms
of oscillatory breathing patterns characterized by rises and
falls in ventilation [2]. Previous studies present periodic
breathing (PB) during sleep or wakefulness as a powerful
predictor of poor prognosis in patients with CHF [3]. Pe-
riodic breathing patterns can be classified into ventilation
with apnea, commonly known as Cheyne Stokes respiration
(CSR), or ventilation without apnea [4], [5]. Various studies
report a PB prevalence as high as 70% in CHF patients
[6]. Moreover PB, and especially CSR, have been associated
with increased mortality [1], [7]. Accurate risk stratification
establishing patient prognosis is crucial for appropriate allo-
cation of limited resources. Physiological parameters for the
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characterization and detection of different breathing patterns
have been suggested in a number of clinical studies [8].
Evidence for nonlinearities in cardiac physiology includes
the finding of abrupt changes, self-sustained and complex
oscillations, and chaotic behavior. Nonlinear indices have im-
proved the assessment of complex autonomic coordinations
in several cases as risk stratification of CHF patients. Accord-
ing to several studies a nonlinear approach can improve early
risk identification of cardiovascular events such as sudden
cardiac death. Different pathological situations seem to have
different complexity and regularity properties. Complexity
seems to be reduced in CHF patients with a higher risk
condition [9], [10], [11] and [12].
Normal breathing cycle lengths range from 3 to 5 s (i.e.,
0.20–0.33 Hz) and PB patterns cycle lengths from 25 to 100
s (i.e., 0.01–0.04 Hz) [13]. Both the respiratory frequency
and modulation frequency appear to be essential for the
understanding of periodic and nonperiodic breathing (nPB)
patterns in CHF patients.
Recently introduced by Santamaria et al. [14], correntropy
is a similarity measure defined in terms of inner products
of vectors in a kernel parameter space. It involves a posi-
tive definite kernel function which implicitly transforms the
original signal into a high dimensional space in a nonlinear
way and calculates efficiently a generalized correlation in
that space. Correntropy combines the statistical distribution
and the time structure of the signals into a single measure.
Unlike autocorrelation, it can preserve higher order moments
and therefore the existing nonlinearities, which makes cor-
rentropy a well-qualified candidate for characterization of
nonlinear dynamics.
Surrogate data analysis is a popular tool, usually exploited
to evaluate the existence of nonlinear dynamics. The proce-
dure is based on a null hypothesis to be rejected and the
construction of a surrogate data test according to the null
hypothesis. To reject the null hypothesis, a statistical test
is applied to a discriminating parameter calculated from the
original and surrogate data [15].
In this study we propose correntropy as a discriminant
measure to study the nonlinear structure in CHF patients with
periodic breathing and nonperiodic breathing pattern through
the respiratory flow signal, motivated by its ability to pre-
serve nonlinear characteristics and computational simplicity
in high dimensional spaces.
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II. METHODS
A. Correntropy
For a discrete-time, strictly stationary stochastic process
x(n), n = 0, . . . ,N− 1, where N is the number of samples,
the correntropy function V (m) is defined as [14], [16]:
V (m) = E[κ(x(n),x(n−m))], (1)
where E[·] is the statistical expectation operator and κ(·) is a
symmetric, positive definite kernel function. In this study, the
centered correntropy function Vc(m) is employed in which
the mean of the transformed data is subtracted so as to reduce
the effect of output DC bias [16]. Its definition is given by
Vc(m) =Ex(n)x(n−m)[κ(x(n),x(n−m))]− (2)
Ex(n)Ex(n−m)[κ(x(n),x(n−m))], (3)
where Ex(n)Ex(n−m)[κ(x(n),x(n−m)] is the square mean of
the transformed data, corresponding to the correntropy mean
value (V ) which can be estimated through the kernel function
from the original data,
V =
1
N2
N
∑
n=1
N
∑
m=n+1
κ(x(n),x(n−m)). (4)
The Gaussian kernel function, applied in the present study,
is given by
κ(x(n),x(n−m)) = 1√
2πσ
exp
[
− (x(n)− x(n−m))
2
2σ2
]
,
(5)
where σ is referred to as the kernel parameter (“standard
deviation”). With the Taylor series expansion of the Gaussian
kernel, we can rewrite the correntropy function as
V (m) =
1√
2πσ
∞
∑
k=0
(−1)k
2σ2kk!
E
[
(x(n)− x(n−m))2k
]
, (6)
containing all even-order moments of the random variable
(x(n)− x(n−m)).
Different kernel functions would yield different expan-
sions, but most kernel functions are nonlinear and therefore
include higher-order statistical information about the stochas-
tic process. From (6) it is obvious that the emphasis given to
higher-order moments is controlled by σ . In this study, σ is
determined by Silverman’s rule of density estimation [14]:
σ = 0.9AN−1/5, (7)
where A is the smaller value of the standard deviation of
data samples and the data interquartile range scaled by 1.34,
and N is the number of samples. Since the flow signals are
scalar, this rule is simple to apply and is known to produce
reasonable values. Hence, the sample estimator of V (m) in
(1) is given by
Vˆ (m) =
1
N−m+1
N
∑
n=m
κ(x(n),x(n−m)), (8)
The centered correntropy estimated by Vˆc(m) = Vˆ (m)−V is
therefore used throughout the study.
A powerful advantage of the correntropy is its robustness
against impulsive noise which is due to that the Gaussian
kernel makes κ(x(n),x(n− m)) ≈ 0 when either x(n) or
x(n−m) is an outlier. Thanks to this attractive property, the
results of the present study were obtained without any kind of
preprocessing. As the respiratory frequency can range up to
0.5 Hz, the respiratory flow signal is downsampled to 2 Hz.
B. Correntropy Spectral Density
Similar to the conventional correlation function, it can be
shown that correntropy is a positive definite function and
therefore lends itself for many signal processing applications.
Since we are interested in exploring the spectral properties of
the respiratory signals, such information is conveyed by the
nonparametric correntropy spectral density (CSD), defined
by:
Pˆx(e jω) =
N−1
∑
m=−(N−1)
Vˆc(m)e− jωm. (9)
Considering that the flow signal is oscillatory in nature
with a spectrum that exhibits pronounced peaks, autore-
gressive (AR) spectral analysis is here applied as it of-
fers better spectral resolution than does periodogram-based
spectral analysis. The correntropy extension to a parametric
CSD, assuming that the signal is characterized by an AR
model, is straightforward because the correlation properties
are preserved.
C. Parameter extraction
The respiratory pattern is characterized in the time do-
main by the correntropy mean, i.e., Renyi’s entropy and
in frequency domain by power related parameters derived
from the CSD. Two frequency bands are defined, being cen-
tered around the respiratory frequency (“Δ fr: the respiratory
frequency band”) and the modulation frequency (“Δ fm: the
modulation frequency band”). The modulation frequency of
PB patterns ranges typically from 0.005 to 0.05 Hz, and
the modulation frequency peak ( f pm) is located in this band
with Δ fm = 0.02 Hz. The respiratory frequency peak ( f pr)
is tracked in the band from 0.2 to 0.4 Hz with Δ fr = 0.2 Hz.
The individual powers of the two frequency bands, Pm and Pr,
and their ratio R = Pm/Pr constitute the spectral parameters
investigated in this study, see Table I.
TABLE I
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION
Parameter Description
Pm Power of the modulation frequency band
Pr Power of the respiratory frequency band
R Relation between the Pm/Pr
V Correntropy mean
D. Surrogate for nonlinearity test
The null hypothesis considered in this study is that the
analyzed data is generated by a Gaussian linear stochastic
process. Therefore, surrogates that keep both the power
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spectrum and the amplitude distribution of the original data
are the best suited in order to analyze the nonlinearity and
complexity of the flow signals [15], [17]. These surrogate
data are usually created to have the same Fourier amplitudes
as the original data but with random phases. The conven-
tional power spectral density is the squared amplitude of the
Fourier transform; therefore the original and its surrogate
data obtained by this method share the same power spectral
densities, and therefore the same autocorrelation function. By
such phase randomization, linear correlations are maintained,
but any underlying nonlinear dynamic structure within the
original data is altered [18].
Iteratively refined amplitude adjusted Fourier transform
(IAAFT) algorithm for generating surrogates, maintains the
linear correlations and the power spectral density of the orig-
inal data, but eliminates the nonlinearities. The surrogates
throughout this study are generated using this technique. The
value of any nonlinear measure evaluated on the original
and surrogate data is compared. If significant differences are
shown between both data, the null hypothesis is rejected. For
a level of significance of α , a set of M = 1/α−1 surrogate
sequences need to be generated for a one-sided test [19]. For
testing at a 95% level of significance (α = 0.05), at least 39
surrogates are required. Engaging more surrogates increases
the confidence level of a test. Mann-Whitney test is used
to reject the null hypothesis using the parameters extracted
from the respiratory flow signal and its surrogate data.
III. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. Respiratory datasets and pre-processing
Respiratory flow signals were recorded from 35 healthy
volunteers (12 males, 23 females, aged 26.6±7 years) and 26
patients with CHF (19 males, 7 females, aged 65.0±9 years)
at the Santa Creu i Sant Pau Hospital in Barcelona, Spain.
All subjects were studied according to a protocol previously
approved by the local ethics committee. The respiratory flow
signal was acquired using a pneumotachograph, consisting
of a Datex–Ohmeda monitor with a Validyne Model MP45-
1-871 Variable-Reluctance Transducer. The signals were
recorded at 250 Hz sampling rate.
According to clinical criteria, CHF patients were classified
into two groups: 8 patients with periodic breathing pattern
and 18 patients with nonperiodic breathing pattern.
B. Data analysis
We proposed the CSD as a tool to detect nonlinear
structures into respiratory pattern. The IAAFT was used to
generate the surrogate data. For testing at a 95% level of
significance (α = 0.05), at least 39 surrogates were required,
but we chose to use 150 surrogates (α =0.013) in order to
increase the discrimination power [19].
In order to characterize the respiratory pattern, the param-
eters R = Pm/Pr and V are derived from the correntropy and
CSD. The nonlinearities reflected by these parameters are
evaluated by a Mann-Whitney test comparing the parameters
extracted from the original flow signal and its surrogate data.
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Fig. 1. (a) The respiratory flow signal of a CHF patient with PB, (b)
correntropy, and (c) correlation, (d) the CSD and (e) the PSD, both obtained
with Yule–Walker’s method, computed for the original and surrogate data.
This nonlinearity presence is evaluated by classifying PB and
nPB patterns in CHF patients.
IV. RESULTS
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the performance of the conven-
tional correlation and PSD, and the correntropy and CSD
calculated on the original respiratory flow signal and its
corresponding surrogate data, of subjects with PB and nPB
patterns, respectively. As expected, the autocorrelation and
PSD, obtained with flow signals and their surrogate data,
are approximately equal for all cases. However, significant
differences are observed in both correntropy and CSD of the
original and surrogate data which reflects the presence of
nonlinearities in respiratory flow signal.
Table II shows the mean and the standard deviation of
the parameters derived from correntropy and CSD, using the
original flow signal from CHF patients with periodic and
nonperiodic breathing pattern and its IAAFT surrogate data.
The parameter R evaluated with the original and surrogate
data present significant differences (p = 0.003) in patients
with nPB patterns but not in patients with PB patterns.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper investigates the complexity of PB and nPB
patterns in CHF patients in terms of nonlinearity through
correntropy and CSD. In contrast to the conventional second-
order correlation function, the correntropy function accounts
for higher-order moments and reflects the nonlinearities of
the data. Therefore, we propose correntropy as surrogate-
based nonlinearity test. The respiratory pattern is character-
ized by some parameters derived from correntropy and CSD
applied to respiratory flow signal.
In our recent studies [20] and [21], the ratio between the
powers in the modulation and respiratory frequency bands R
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Fig. 2. (a) The respiratory flow signal of a CHF patient with nPB, (b)
correntropy, and (c) correlation, (d) the CSD and (e) the PSD, both obtained
with Yule–Walker’s method, calculated over the the original and surrogate
data.
TABLE II
MEAN±STANDARD DEVIATION AND NONLINEARITY PRESENCE
(p-VALUE BETWEEN ORIGINAL AND SURROGATE DATA) OF THE
PARAMETERS R AND V CALCULATED ON THE RESPIRATORY FLOW OF
CHF PATIENTS WITH PB AND NPB AND THEIR CORRESPONDING
SURROGATE DATA.
Original data Surrogate data p-value
PB
R 0.14±0.58 0.093±0.012 n.s.
V ∗ 0.3±0.12 0.3±0.12 n.s.
nPB
R 0.071±0.025 0.089±0.012 0.0003
V ∗ 0.4±0.16 0.4±0.16 n.s.
*: The values have been multiplied by 1000 for ease of legibility
provided an accuracy of 88.9% when classifying PB versus
nPB. In this study, we have observed that the ratio R extracted
from the original signal and the one extracted from its
surrogate data present significant differences in nPB patients,
but not in PB patients, thus reflecting a higher degree of
nonlinearity in nPB patterns. The small size of the dataset
is a limitation of the present study. The significance of the
results, needs to be further established on a larger set.
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